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Frente de Fogo (Firefront): analysis of an epic story of survival
Abstract
Frente de fogo invites us on a multiple journey through the story of a Portuguese fireman who
unbelievably survived the forest fires that devastated his country in the summer of 2017. Isabel Meira’s
production is based on a very strong story and backed with honest testimonies. It’s the tale of a survivor
and the tale of a surviving family. Frente de fogo tackles such fundamental questions as: What does one
do in the face of an exceptional situation and a danger of death? What is it like to live in hell for several
hours? How do you survive this? How can your family survive this?
This review aims to analyse the narrative in Frente de fogo, pointing out its strong points and suggesting
how to improve its weakest points. The analysis addresses mainly three issues: the categorisation of the
documentary as a “production without a narrator” and the demanding nature of the genre; the
reconstruction of a dialogue through editing between the two main characters; the creative treatment of
sound and space in the piece, especially linked with the creation of an emotion and the rhythm of the
production.
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Frente de fogo (Firefront):
analysis of an epic story of survival
by Charlo:e de Beauvoir

“FRENTE DE FOGO” (“Firefront”) by Isabel Meira
Dura%on: 33’22
Listen to audio: h4ps://soundcloud.com/user-610031471/frente-de-fogoﬁre-front-isabel-meira
Original language: Portuguese
English transla%on available on RadioDoc Review site as pdf
Nominated in Radio Documentary Category in Prix Europa 2018

Frente de fogo invites us on a mul%ple journey through the story of a
Portuguese ﬁreman who unbelievably survived the forest ﬁres that
devastated his country in the summer of 2017. The journey takes us ﬁrst –
illustra%vely, with tes%monies and sound design - to the road where Rui
Rosinha got trapped by ﬂames with several of his colleagues on the 17th of
June, on their way to a rescue mission close to the town of Castanheira de
Pera. The tale then follows Rui from his rescue, that same day, to the long
weeks of recovery in several hospitals, where he is s%ll being taken care of
at the %me of produc%on. The journey there can get more literal for the
listener, who follows Rui’s wife on a car drive to the hospital which she
frequently visits. And the documentary itself, on a more symbolical level
and through its structure, oﬀers a round trip. It opens and ends with Rui’s
reﬂec%ons on the catastrophic ﬁres, and his message: how should the
Portuguese people remember what happened that summer in order to
prevent a recurrence. A purpose we can guess the author of the
documentary shares.
Isabel Meira’s produc%on is based on a very strong story and backed with
good, honest tes%monies. What does one do in the face of an excep%onal
situa%on and a danger of death? What is it like to live in hell for several
hours? How do you survive this when your friend did not? How can your
family survive this? Frente de fogo tackles those important ques%ons. It’s
the tale of a survivor and the tale of a surviving family.
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In the English transcribed script, the documentary is presented as a “ﬁrstperson memoir” of Rui. I wonder if this work can be categorized as such. I
understand that, in this genre, the producer is not in the room when the
voice is being recorded. Instead, the character tapes himself, as in an audio
diary. The diﬀerence between talking to oneself in a microphone and
answering ques%ons or explaining situa%ons to a reporter is very audible. In
Frente de fogo, you can tell the characters are being interviewed. You can
also tell these were long-las%ng interviews, especially for the two main
characters, Rui and his wife Marina. Now, if the produc%on is introduced as
a ﬁrst-person memoir, it’s probably because the author’s own voice does
not appear in the documentary – except for a brief moment, almost as an
ambience sound, when Marina is about to drive to the hospital. Given this, I
would rather categorize this work as a “produc%on without a narrator”; a
piece that unfolds with interviews clips and sound design, in the absence of
an almighty voice that leads the story, gives informa%on and elaborates
transi%ons between the diﬀerent sound bites.
As a radio producer myself, I have once produced such a piece. I know how
demanding it is to put together; to get everything to work as a whole, all
the elements you need for the audience to get the story ﬂawlessly, without
the safety net of a narra%ve you’ll eventually write and perform – or have
performed - and include in the produc%on. It’s a challenge and it requires a
lot of prepara%on and thinking. I also know it’s worth the trouble: it’s how
you get to cut the intermedia%on between the story and the audience.
I’d like to steal here a quote that Alan Hall, from UK company Falling Tree
Produc%ons, used when he reviewed the feature Children of Sodom and
Gomorrah for RadioDoc Review. It’s taken from the novel Housekeeping by
Marilynne Robinson and it states: “Fact explains nothing. On the contrary, it
is fact that requires explana%on”. Aher listening several %mes to Frente de
fogo, I’m s%ll, unfortunately, leh with numerous unanswered ques%ons;
ques%ons about facts that require explana%on. What exactly happened with
the car that ran into the ﬁre truck on the road to Castanheira? How many
ﬁremen were there in the truck? How long did they actually stay trapped in
the ﬂames before being rescued? … Reconstruc%on of the events, their
%ming and characters are blurry, at risk of losing the audience. Radio is a
cruel medium: one second when you have your listener wandering around
trying to understand something he didn’t get is a second he’ll not pay
a4en%on to the tale - and once it’s started, gejng out of this vicious circle
is diﬃcult.
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We could argue here whether Frente de fogo is a journalis%c piece – in
which case it would be mandatory to present facts clearly – or an authored
feature piece – in which case some ﬂexibility could be allowed in the
presenta%on of the facts. I believe the produc%on is in between the two.
But, anyway, in the parts that tend to reconstruct the story, it should all be
crystal clear. As a listener, I know I need to understand clearly the events in
order to imagine them in my head.
On a more posi%ve note, I’d like to point out a par%cular achievement of the
piece: the very much alive reconstruc%on of the dialogue between the two
main characters of the documentary. Rui and Marina, a married couple for
21 years and the parents of two boys, have been physically separated since
the day of the accident. They’ve lost for now their in%macy, their living
together, their daily talking together. Somehow, listening to them in Frente
de fogo feels like restar%ng an in%mate conversa%on that stopped. Rui and
Marina were interviewed separately, but thanks to the mix, they talk to and
answer one another, as in the 07’53-%me mark:
Marina (wife of Rui): At exactly 8:13 I was on the balcony when my
son came up to me [heart bea?ng] – the oldest one – telling me that
his father was shou%ng and saying that they were all going to die.
Rui Rosinha (ﬁreman): This isn ́t normal – I never take my phone
to the scene of the fire, my phone is always left in the fire
engine but, as we were not yet at the scene of the fire, I still
had my phone on me. Before, I had tried to use the SIRESP
and saw that the thing was dead. I called Marina to say:
Marina – we ́re all going to die here. I had never made a
phone call like this in 24 years as a fireman.
Marina (wife of Rui): It was when I took the phone then I heard
my husband saying that we ́re all going to die here.
Rui Rosinha (ﬁreman): Marina put the phone on speaker and I ́m
shouting that we ́re all going to die because I felt... we felt that
this was all unprecedented – very – extremely hot and something
that we had never witnessed before, something that we had never
experienced.
Marina (wife of Rui): Get back, I ́m ordering you, we have to
protect ourselves and the call cut off and I wasn ́t able to call
again. [music]
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The author manages there to take the listener into the recreated in%macy
of the couple. It’s a privileged experience.
I’d like to address now the crea%ve treatment of sound and space in the
produc%on. Frente de fogo deals with an issue many produc%ons have to
face: How do you make a radio documentary about past events? Beyond
interviews, which sounds do you use? How do you set to sound the story
you’re telling?
In my own personal sound dic%onary, I call every sound that has not been
recorded in situ on the ground an “FX”. Isabel Meira decided to use three
kinds of FX:
1- Illustra%ve FX (sirens, heart monitor, ﬁre encroaching, footsteps in the
forest, etcetera) that are used, under the voice of the interviewee, to
illustrate with a sound what he or she tells with words.
2- Metaphorical FX (heart beats, heavy breathing, ﬁre encroaching,
etcetera) that are used, oﬀ beat of what is being said by the interviewee, to
create an ambience or an emo%on.
3- Sound composi%on and instrumental music, another way to convey an
ambience or an emo%on.
There is also one radio news bulle%n and ambient sound (recorded on the
ground), though not much and just once, when Marina is taking the trip to
the hospital and then in the hospital.
I’d like to discuss here the use of FX or music when it’s aimed to create an
emo%on, when at the same %me the interviewee or the situa%on already
suggests the emo%on. Let’s say, for example, a woman is crying, and then
enters the sound of a melancholic violin. Or, in Frente de fogo, Marina
explains she received a phone call from her husband telling her he is going
to die, over the sound of a heart bea%ng strongly (see extract above). There
are several moments such as this one in the documentary. As a listener, I
am strongly against this kind of sound experience. Beyond the lack of
subtlety these techniques show, I feel it’s like the producer is telling me
what to feel, instead of lejng the emo%on grow on its own and se4le into
me. So, not only does it distract me, it blocks me from entering into the
emo%on. Whereas just the naked voice, conveying a strong message, can
really get to me.
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If one were to add sound design over the voices, in the case of Frente de
fogo, I personally responded be4er to the use of music and abstract sound
composi%on oﬀered by the author. There are several extracts using this
technique that caught my a4en%on, as in the 21’00 to 23’10-%me mark,
when Rui and Marina explain how he learned a close friend and colleague
did not survive his ﬁre injuries.
As a whole, I believe the sound design in the piece helps recreate the angst
of the original events. On one hand, the mix, understood as the place each
sound bite occupies in their juxtaposi%on, is quite %ght. There is no
lateraliza%on (pan) and not much focal depth. The documentary oﬀers from
one to three layers of sound (voice plus FX, for example, road sounds and
ﬁre encroaching). Those layers are close one to another, all of them
reaching for the forefront. It gives the impression of a conﬁned space, as a
metaphor to the lack of air during the ﬁre, all the “oxygen being absorbed”
as Rui explains in the documentary.
On the other hand, the pace is even all along the produc%on; we could say
it is moderate. It corresponds to the pace of the interviews: Rui, Marina and
the other interviewees speak in a soh, story-telling tone. Isabel Meira
chose, in her montage, to prac%cally always have a voice on. As a result, the
closely-bu4ed up interview bites helps achieving the metaphorical eﬀect of
sucking the oxygen out of the space. If this technique serves well the “angst
eﬀect” of the piece, I wonder if the density induced all throughout the
program does not end up suﬀoca%ng the audience as well, in the need of
taking it all in without any break or respira%on. The author could have
instead opted for aera%ng her narra%ve. A combina%on of rhythms – dense,
moderate, slow – according to the informa%onal or emo%onal need of the
moment would have allowed the audience to absorb more eﬀec%vely what
is being said, and to reﬂect on it.
There could have been diﬀerent ways to achieve lightening the narra%ve.
Using music or FX without voice on the forefront is one op%on. Another one
is using actuali%es or onsite recordings. In the end, a story is never only
about past events. Even if you cover facts you were not there to see,
because you look for the characters and spend %me with them reviving the
events, you end up framing the story in the present %me of the produc%on.
Plus, in the case of Frente de fogo, Rui’s actual %me in the hospital is part of
the story. The author could have chosen to show this present %me: scenes
of Marina cooking for her husband in the kitchen, interac%ng at home with
her sons; Rui with a nurse at the hospital or during one of his treatments,
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etcetera. There were many possible scenes to include in the documentary.
These scenes would have not only provided punctua%on to aerate the
piece, but also texture to establish the characters and their rela%onships.
And it would have helped the listener to picture them and the places the
story unfolds in his head.
Frente de fogo oﬀers a deﬁnitely great story with very strong tes%monies. If
the facts had been clearer and the author had added ﬂy-on-the-wall scenes
and actuali%es, it looks like we had a complete recipe to take the
narratorless montage to another level, for the greater beneﬁt of the
audience.
____________________________________
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